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Student’s name: ----------------------                               City Girl, Country boy 

- Listen and answer. 

Tim -------------------- on a farm in the country, he’s a country boy. He ---------------- born on a farm and has 

--------------- there all his life. 

He’s one his way to ---------------------- his --------------------, Anna in the big city. 

This is Tim’s -------------------- ride on the train. There ---------------- much for him to see and a lot for -----------to 

learn.  

Anna hand her mother are waiting to meet him at the -------------------------------------. 

This is Tim’s -------------------- visit to the big city. He is very excited. 

Tim and Anna are at the 50th floor.  T ----------   F ------------- 

It’s so scaring for him to see everything.  T ----------   F ------------- 

The people look like ant from up there. T ----------   F ------------- 

Tim thinks that Anna is really lucky. T ----------   F ------------- 

At midnight Tim is sleeping on a big and uncomfortable bed. T ----------   F ------------- 

He can hear a fire engine, some -----------------------------------, a big -------------------------------------- and there’s a 

---------------------------------- flying overhead. 

Next morning they’re on the ----------------------------. They’re going to a -------------------------------------. 

Tim didn’t sleep well last night. T ----------   F ------------- 
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The subway is clean and quiet. T ----------   F ------------- 

Tim and Anna have to stand all the way. T ----------   F ------------- 

Anna goes to roller disco every weekend with her friends. T ----------   F ------------- 

Tim can skate so fast. T ----------   F ------------- 

After skating they went to the café. T ----------   F ------------- 

The glass looks strange. T ----------   F ------------- 

It’s getting late they’re walking home. T ----------   F ------------- 

The yellow taxi is going too slow. T ----------   F ------------- 

The driver said sorry to them. T ----------   F ------------- 

Tim is not very happy in the big city. T ----------   F ------------- 

Tim is very happy to get back to his home. T ----------   F ------------- 

A few weeks later Anna takes a train to visit Tim. T ----------   F ------------- 

This is her third time to visit Tim in the country. T ----------   F ------------- 
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